Smoke Weed Every Day Goyim
Not surprisingly, the long term tests on the effects of weed use show that it
makes you weed-tarded. The studies showed that it shrinks the area of the brain
that is used for memory, and some were to the point they couldn't even draw a
stickman on paper because they were so bongoloid. It was shown that prolonged
weed use in the age of development during adolescence caused brain damage.
Big surprise; weed makes you dumb and uncreative. So just who is always
pushing this dangerous crap on the public?
The reason the Jewish run deep state created the drug culture was, from what
author John Potash stated on the subject, the CIA stated they wanted to make
people "easy to influence." That means drug people out and they are more easy
to influence with propaganda. Potash also showed in his book that the deep state
used the music industry to promote this to the youth. We also know a lot of that
propaganda was from the Jewish Bible which the deep state was using to psyop
the American public with in subliminal propaganda:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rnkg-yCPryE

Let us not forget the Jewish President Eisenhower, who admitted his own
Jewishness in his West Point year book, put "In God We Trust" on the American
money. The mainstream Jewish owned media is always pushing weed to the
Goyim youth as something to engage in, and attempting to connect it into the
stages of psychological development of that age. The need at this age to assert
one’s own identity and independence by rebellion is the major gimmick the Jews
use to sell weed to the youth. They do this because they know if people start
using weed in their youth it’s the window needed to cause the most damaging
effects on their mind. The Jewish Talmud orders the Jews to destroy the Goyim
by any means necessary.

Reply from High Priestess Maxine Dietrich:
Forget your kids in the car? Forget your workout bag at the gym? Forget your
cash back at the self checkout? Go into a room and forget why you went in there
in the first place.
No one has a spare mind or spare body. Now that marijuana has been legalized
in some areas, the Jew is really pushing it.
Marijuana puts one in a state where one is open to suggestions, like in hypnosis.
Marijuana use also leads to burnout. I remember teens who had the habit,
sleeping in the restrooms at school. Then, that pasty faced look.
Marijuana isn't harmless. Some idiots claim it is in nature. So are amanita
mushrooms such as death cap and many other poisonous substances.
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